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The al:parent dinl,:,.cer.lent of the effL.;_:tivo centre 
of a circular pitet tube f=1 its geometric centre \Ilion 

'teen meaured at suL- and au;ler-
senir. sreeds. Similar effcts were found at all sIDeeda. If 
the tube di,7meter was small compared with the w.ke -Adth, the 
displacement was towards the region of higher velocity, and 
was propnYtional to the tube rutaide di=3ter. For largo 
bites tLe displacement was reduced, and was reversed in 
directinn then the tube diameter exceeded about th-:?-ac.,  tines 
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16. 1mmo tube behind lin. chord wing at li= 3.19 (0.5ma offset) 
17. 6.4ua 	 (0.2a offscl 
18. 6.4mm ' 	 (0.5ma offset 

2. List Jf Symbols  

a 	radius of cylinder (see !Appendix) 

outside diameter of pitot tube 

a 	inside diameter of pitot tube 

pitot pressure (measured) in wake 

Ho 	reference pitot pressure (measured) outside wake 

Bach number 

P, 	stagnation pressure ahead of pitot tube shock wave 

po 	calculated freestream stagnation pressure downstream 
of trailing edge shock wave 

r 0 	cylindrical polar coordinates 

transverse gradient of total head ratio 
all/Ho  
ay 

u 	freestream velocity along cylinder axis (see .4penaix) 

apparent wake width 

w 	undiutur'bed wake width 
0 

Wo 	maximum undisturbed woke width 

(x,y) 	rectangular cartesian coordinates 

vorticity 
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3. Introduction 

It has been shown by Young and. Ilaas (1) that at low 
subsonic speeds the effective centre of a pitot tube in a 
transverse gradient of total head is displaced from the geemetric 
centre of the tube towards the region of higher velocity. 
Their results showed that over a fairly wide range of conditions 
this displacement was approximately equal to 0.18D, where D 
is the outside diameter of the pitot tube. It follows that 
the displacement effect is small if the pitot tube diameter 
is small compared with the width of the region of varying 
total head. In general, therefore, in experiments in wakes 
or boundary layers at subsonic speeds it is usual to select 
a pitot tube diameter small compared with the wake width or 
boundary layer thickness. 

At supersonic speeds, however, it may often be 
desirable to use a pitot tube whose size is large compared 
with the dimensions of the wake or boundary layer which it 
is traversing. This may be due either to the small size of 
model being used, or in intermittent wind tunnels where the 
long time lag associated with a small tube must be avoided. 
It is therefore important to knau the magnitude, if any, of 
the pitot tube displacement effect in flows at supersonic 
clDeeds. Measurements with pitot tubes in the wake of an 
aerofoil at a Mach number of 1.96 have been reported by 
Johaz-inosen cuidlair (2), These tests were conducted in the 
wake of a 0.75in. span single wedge aerofoil, 2.5in. downstreEm 
cf the trailing edge. The outside diameter of the tubes 

from 0.0.36in. to 0.720in., but no displacement 
ac found by Young anal 7:aas could be detected. 

The experiments described in this report were 
intended to investigate the displacement effect over a wide 
range of Mach numbers and tube diameters. For completeness, 
some teat s having sLailar ratios of pitot tube diameter to 

V:21_,....are also carried out at a low subsonic speed. 
of the You 	]aciaas 

G.G. 	1.11e YYCL'.G 

The experimental results at supersonic speeds were 
obtained between 1953-1955 by Brown A.C. and Olds 7. 	= 1.75), 
Keates R.E. and Socha 7. Oq = 2.36), Hastings R.C. and Searle_ G.A.C. 

3.19), as a part fulfilment of the requirements for the 
Diploma of the College of Aeronautics. 
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4. Description of tests and apparatus  

(i) Supersonic  

These tests were conducted in the College of Aero-
nautics Zan. x 2-1ffin. supersonic intermittent wind tunnel at 
Iiach numbers of 1.750  2.36 and 3.19, In normal operation, 
air flows from a dry air bag at atmospheric pressure through 
the working section of the tunnel into vacuum tanks which are 
exhausted_ by continuous pumping. The normal available 
running time varies from about 30 secs, to 90 secs. according 
to the Mach number. The stagnation pressure of the tunnel 
was approximately equal to atmospheric pressure, the mall 
difference being measured by a Chattock gauge. The free-
stream Bach number was found by measuring the static pressure 
on the surface of a calibrating cone placed in the working 
section. 

The dimensions of the pitot tubes tested at each 
Hach number are given in table I. The tubes were first 
tested in the empty working section to check that they all 
gave the same reading. A two-dimensional symmetrical doublo 
wedge aerofoil of din. chord and thichacss chord. ratio ten 
per cent was then fitted in the tunnel, and traverses :acre 
made through its wake, 1/lin. behind the trailing cdge. The 
traverses were made in a direction perpendicular to the plane 
of the wing, by mounting each pitot tube on a sliding support 
moved. by a micrometer screw. A static pressure gibe was 
also traversed behind the wing at the same position. At 
M = 3.19, a similar wing of .75 in, chord was also used, in 
order to obtain a wider wnhe, 

The pitot pressures were measured on a vertical 
mercury manometer, to an accuracy of about 0.01in. of mercury. 
Corresporvairg readings of static pressure were taken from 
tappings in the top liner of the working section. A number 
of Soonlicren photographs were taken at each Mach  number, and 
some of these 	= 3.19 are shown in figs. 15 - 18. 

Two sets of low speed tests were made, the first 
being at a wind speed of 59 f.p.s., using the pitot tubes 
whose dimensions are given In table II. Traverses were made 
in the wake of a 2in, chord symmetrical 10 per cent thick 
aerofoil, with the pitot mouth lin. from the trailing edge. 
The total head pressure was measured on an inclined tube 
manometer, and the traverses wore repeated several times in 
one direction only, to avoid errors due to backlash in the 
lead screw of the traversing gear. In these tests all the 
pitot tubes except that of 32mm, diameter were very small 



comnared with the wake 7:idth. 

The st.cond set of tests was made using very narrovr 
wakes, given by '1/1 Gin, Ls/1 1/52in, thick fiat plates of lin. 
chord at zero incidence. The wind speed was 50 f.p.s. and 
pitot Woes 2, 3, 4. and 9 (table II) were used. 

Results 

(i) Sur crsonic 

At each Mach number, static tube traverses were 
made across the working section in the wake of the aerofoil, 
and the static pressure was found to be constant within 
about ± 2 per cent. The pitot tubes were then tested in the 
empty working section, and found to give similar readings of 
total head, indicating that no errors duo to viscous effects 
were present. This might be expected, as Sherman (3) gives 
Re = 200 as the Reynolds number below which viscous effects 
on pitot tubes are important. In all these tests, the 
Reynolds nuziber, based en conditions in front of the pitot 
tube shock wave, Was Ereater than 1000 per um. The readings 
of total head obtained from the pitot tube traverses were 
expressed as a fraction 	whore H is the total 
head readim-, and po  is the c!-Ileulatod stagnation pressure 

behind the trailing ed shock wore in an inviscid flow. 
Tyi-,ic,!al total head Drefiles across the v,rake at :1 = 3.19 are 
shown in fig. I. It will be seen that the apparent wake 
width at any Tiven value of H /p increases as the tube 

 0 
diameter is increased. Thus the effect of pitot size in 
this case is to displace the effective centre of the tube 
towards the region of lower velocity - an effect opposite to 
that found 11z7 Young and :aas at subsonic speeds. 

• L.; 71:7, -.%at rho total 1.1cad 
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Flaw 	 Total 
Direction 	 Head 

Profile 

As will be seen from the diagram above, this rise in total 
head occurs in the region behind the fan-shaped compression 
waves near the trailing edge. Since it is proballe that the 
total head loss across this comyression fan is slightly less 
then that across the single oblieue shock wave further out, 
this would explain the higher measured total head reading. 
This effect was not observed in the case of the larger wing, 
where boundary layer separation, induced by the upstream 
influence of the 1..)i tot tubes, occurred at about 60 per cent 
chord. 

The results of the traverses behind the 1.75 n. 
chord wing at il = 3.19 are shown in fig, 2. It will be seen 
that the displacement effect is in the opposite direction from 
that found when using the smaller wing. 

apparent wake width vr, at 
Ictte,1 7.7ainst the external 

wo, at each value 

of total head, is given by extrapolating these curves back to 
zero diameter, and the displacement of the effectivetube . 
centre from its geometric centre, 6, is equal to 	wo). 

On each of these graphs is also shown the estimated. undisturbed 
maximum wake width, 'd. This, is taken as the maximum width 

of the linear portion of the profile given by the smallest tube 
used. It may not be on accurate estimate of the interference 
free maximum wake width but is useful as a reference length 
an analysing the results. 

In figs. 5 to 8, the 
v 

•1•-• 

The unalturL,ert 
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The variation of displacement with internal diancter 
was not investigated as such. In the results obtained for 
tube:. of constant ratio d/ of internal to external dirmoter, 
most of the displace lent was accounted for by the variation 
of external dianet6r, and the effect of internal diameter for 
values of this ratio less than 0.5 was found to be negligible, 

For •r-, > 0.5, a slightly mailer displacement was found. 

1.1 '1' 	Low .=-,T)eed ._) 

All the readings were expressed az ratios of 
indicated tot:?.l head to free stre,-.a total head, and typical 
✓roFfles with flifforent wakes are given in figs. 3 and Li. 
Pao t7, c' the P.ovarent wake sr, dth against diameter are shown 
LA fi,;s. 9 and 10, together with an aprroxjnate value for the 
*.z-haistbod maxi= yin !ce wifth 	(see definition above). 

12, 	 Idths 
el)tained in the first set of experinonts with pitot tubes of 
32 m. outside diameter and inside diameters of i.7mm. to 20mm. 
are shown. It gill be seen that as in the supersonic case, 
the internal diameter has negligible effect for 0.1 < d/D < 0.5. 
For values of d/D greater than 0.5, the displacement effect 
was slightly reduced. For very small inside diameters, the 
disrlacement effect Was slightly increased. 



6. Discussion 

(I) Nature of the flow pattern 

To clarify the physical picture, let us consider a 
pitot tube placed in an inviscid shear flow, such that the 
change in velocity across its diameter is stall compared with 
the mean stream velocity. The vorticity present in the free-
stream 4ill give rise to a curvature of the streamlines in the 
vicinity of the tube and in particular to the stagnation 

increasing 
velocity 

J/ 

streamline which intersects the mouth of the tube. This 
stagnation streamline, therefore, does not come from a position 
far upstream coaxial with the pitot tube, but from a position 
displaced towards the rerdon of higher velocity. 

Since no flow is possible down the pitot tube a 
free streamline 	exist across the mouth of the tube. This 
must be aprroximetely a line (or surface, in the three-dimen-
sional case) of constant pressure and velocity; the pressure 
is ceual to 	total head of the stagnation at 	and 
the velocity is zero. Thus the flow past the pitot tube 
will be similar to that past a solid body of the same outside 
dimensions. The inside diameter therefore should have little 
effect on the external flow. 

Then the pitot tube spans the centre of a wake, and 
crz; of opr.osite =ticity, the -oroblera 

cl - 	 ,2r1. :..ado to 
obtai_n a trio-dimensionai picture of such a flow in a aucke 
tunnel, but any measureable displacement of the stagnation 
streamline was masked by the rapid spreading of the flaw 
near the tube mouth. 

(ii) Direction of Displacement 

The low speed experiments of Young and Hems„ and 
also the earlier low speed tests made at Cranfield„ showed 
that the displacement effect was torwards the region of higher 
velocity, and equal in practically all cases to 0.18 D. It 

— 



t 

1  

I 

appeared to be independent of total head and velocity gradient. 
On the other hand almost all the supersonic tests showed a 
displacement in the opposite direction, which varied consider-
ably with total head and Mach number. * (Except for the larger 
wing at ii 3.19, only one wake vas used at each Mach number). 

Alt was ... 

Since cn theoretical grounds the displacement effect is a 
function of the sign of the vorticity ahead of the pitot 
tube it was suggested that the negative displacement effect 
at supersonic speeds might be associated with a change in 
sin of the vorticity of the flow in crossing the bow shock 
wave of the pitot tube. In fact it is found that for a 
piano shock wave, upstream of which the supersonic flow is 
of constant vorticity and static temperature, a reversal in 
sign of the vorticity downstream of the shock wave occurs 
for 1.7.ach numbers between and 2. In cases where the 
total energy, rather than the static temperature, is con-
stant upstream of the shock wave, the vorticity is reduced 
in siEn at all supersonic Mach numbers This might there-
fore ex?lain the change in direction of the displacement 
in the supersonic experiments. " How-,.tver, there is no 
evidence as to whether either the temperature ms total 
energy is constant across the fLwr, and it is difficult to 
este:dish whether this reversal in vorticity would take 
place across the curved bow wave. In any case, as the 
later experiments showed, a reversal of displacement can 
also occur at subsonic speeds. 

r 
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It was noted, however, that the earlier le speed 
tests were all made using tubes of sr:railer .lio/heter than the 
maxinuzi vrehe width, whereas the supersonic tests giving a 
reversed displacement used very narrow wakes, and the tube 
diai-_leters were then at least twice the wal:e width. The only 
large supersonic wej:e used, that from the 1.3A-kin. wing, at 

=. 3,19, gave a displacement in the some direction as the 
earlier low speed tests. It nay be noted that boundary 
layer separation occurred on the larger wing at II = 3.19. No 
displacement effect was apparent in the relatively flat 
central region of the wake but a positive effect was found in 
the regions of shear flow. 	(Vie shall call this direction positive). 
Some further experiments wore raade at low speeds using very 
narrow wakes and large tubes, and a negative displacepent was 
found. The direction of displacement aupears therefore to be 
controlled, in our experiments, not by the streala Vlach number, 
but by the size of tube relative to the ',rake -Adth. In 
fig. 13, the value of 8/D given by experiment is plotted as 
a function of DAI

0° 
where Ti

cs 
is the undisturbed maxis um 

	

tiidth. I 10gal-it-Elie scale 	been used for 

as these values vary from absut 0,01 (Young and 	0,01 1. 
tube) to 10 (Cranfield 6.4.rda tube). It will be seen that 
both the subson:Lo anJ. supersonic results, together with those 
of 	u'=-1:iaas., lie roughly on a straight 	Tubes 
for which the value of DA To  is greater than ...bout .  2 give 
a negative displace cent effect, In the case of Johanneson 
and II-Az., it was formerly asair.-ted that no displacelaent was 
shown. by their results. However, for their tubes B and C, 
D/J is of the order of 'I or 2, so -:;oshould expect the 
displacement to be very LI-mil, Plotting the wake widthE.• as  

11, Ire sue that the :_...an disr,laceraent for tube D 

	

,,,..-1- udoe 	3,6. 	resuliL 
:• 	(41.a1.it-_i_;:]_vely with 	 th.,3 

.:1,:zta pre/Li:Le given by tube P is considerably distorted. The 
other largo tube, F, which has a very si-aaal fmternal diameter, 
gives a negligible displacement. This may be due to the small 
internal diameter causing an increased positive displacement 
as found in our experiments, and so reducing the negative dis-
placement which would otherwise have boon obtained for this 
tdbe. 
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Ls 
mentioned in the previous section, it was not 

possible to obtain a satisfactory flow pattern in the smoke 
tunnel for the case of a very wide pitot tube, It in evident, 
however, that as the tube size increses, the upstream 
of the tube 011 the wake development will become greatereffect, and 
there will be considerable distortion of the wake profile and 
external flow streamlines. __An increase of the actual wake width tir.

Lll of course have a similar effect on the total head 
readings as a negative displacement effect. The real dis-
Placement effect, which is always positive, will be mnsked d
by the growth of the wake, and it is perhaps surprising that 
such little distortion of the true wake profile occurs when 
a tUbe of fairly large diameter is used. 

(iii) Magnitude of the Displacement Eff oct 

Having discussed qualitatively the effect of tube 
size, we can consider in more detail the behaviour of the 
displaceent 8 whon the tube is much smaller than the wake 
width. Under those conditions the tube maybe considered as 
in a unidirectional constant shear flow. The experimental 
results then show 8/1) to be equal to 0.18D under a wide 
ran7e of conditions. 	(Only one such result tins obtained in 
the supersonic tests, haw-ever, owing to the small size of wake 7.essible in the tunnel). 	pointed out in ref. 1, 5/D shculd be some furiction of E1/410 	where 4 and uo  are 
the vorticity and mean velocity of the flew near the tub 
The results therefore imnly that F DAI 	is equal to 

e mouth. 

o 
C.18 for all tlositive values of D/Uo „ and -0.18 for all 
negati. v1211.,s, with a discontinuity as D/not; passes 
through zero. Plwsicallyt this is difficult to accept, and 
it is more likely that the function decreases rapidly for 
values close to zero, as would occur at the centre of a wake 
or with a very small tubc, 	(The displaca7ent given by the 17en. tube in the low st,eel tests does, in fact appear to be :-_-).tc7: 1-- 	0 . 2-iD) 

1:71% rs 	a  - three CtIzlonzdonal -body -inShe CZ.7 flow, such as a pitot tube, has not been treated theorecally, ti but some light may bo shed on the problem by considering the 
case of a two dimensional cylinder (see Appendix). The dis-
placement of the stagnation streamline from the body axis far 

, upstream is found to be 	
u 0  1 	/ 	2a2  1  

a 	 ±,I + 
2  u 

(using the present sign convention) 
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.there a is the radius of the cylinder. The ft= of this 
function is as shown. 

5; 

• 

4„ 
rt 

-- tends towards a constant value of — 	Presumably, 

It will be seen that as 	becomes large compared to unity, 

8 	 1 
. u 

therefore, the displacCmont effect an the pitot tlibc 
behave in roughly the same morner when 4D/U

0 becomes larze 

with respect to a certain value, This value must be consid-
erably :;S:7; than 0,1, however, for the experimental results 

8 
S110J that 	remains constant for values of 122  1-) 	 8 uo .

down- -co 

expz.:rimantn.117/ the bchavicw. of — 	a.n the region 
n • 

r2itot 

wake would be needed, 

Cominf„r now to the case where the tube spans the wake, 
and the displacement is reversed, the Ilinfis clearly too 
complex to find a theoretical relation for 8. Examination 
of fizs. 5 to 11 shows that 8 increases rapidly with tube 

* A more general result  for two-dimensional cylinders of 
elliptical cross-section has been given by Mitchell and 
2.1uxray. (4). 
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diameter, 

where H 
increases 
variation 
merits). 

H 
and an)earz to be almost proportional to IT"

i  
, 

iz the pi tot reading outside the weke. 1? also 
with increasing velocity gradient (although the 
of the latter was =all in the supersonic experi-
By plotting values of 

log 8  

11 .s o 

a Fes/ o 
y ) against log D (fig. 14), 	it is found that thfe 

displacement varies approximately as D2, which gives the 
dimensionally correct formula 8 = k 	.s D2. The present 

results give values for k of 0.012 to 0.023 for the super-
sonic tests, and about 0.033 for the low speed test. The 
widest tube used in Johannesen and liairts experiments gives 
a value of 0.035, Thus the ardor of magnitude of the dis-
placement effect due to distortion of the wake by a very wide 
tube may be taken as very approximately 0.02 	s D2. 

This is only applicable where the tube is at least 
trice the T.,Tia; width, vihereas the relation 6 = 0.18D seems 
to apply only for tube diameters less than one third of the 
wake width. In the intermediate region, the true displacement 
effect is clearly modified by the effects of distortion of the 
we he. ;atheu'a no simple relation can be suggested for the 
velee of 6 in this region, Some idea of the ma(71itude of 

effect may be obtained from fig. 14. It =1.11 be noted 
that when DA7 is approximately 2, the resultant displacement 
is practically zero. 

(iv) Accuracy of the total head readings 

or the wske profiles, any 
.,c; 	 _Irv; 	L eL:n taken a =t 

Ynus, if a correction for the 
Lisplacellmnt is applied to the tube position, the reading of 
tae tube will be the correct total head at the new position. 

Near the wake centre, where the total head gradient 
falls to zero, there should be no error in the total head 
readings provided viscous effects are negligible. This 
Lppears to be substantiated by experiment, since the variations 
in total head reading at the wake centre arc less than 2 per 
cent for tubes smaller than the ;wake width. In the case of 
the wider tubes, the sereading of the wake will of course 
alter the true total head at its centre. 

(where s is the total head ratio gradient 

7-7-1 



For the Iridest tubes used, the total head at the wake centre 
ay2aars to be almost doubled duo to tho presence of the tube, 
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7. Conclusions 

Experiments have been perforzied to measure the dis-
placement of the effective centre of a pitot tube from its 
geometric centre when placed in wakes behind various thin 
two-dimensional wings. The masurements were eade at low 
subsonic speeds and also at supersonic Each numbers of 1.75 
2.45 and 3,19, usinu, pitot tubes whose diameters varied frola 
0,5mm. to 3113m. The following conclusions were reached, 

(1) 7ihen the pitot tube is in a woke  S h000 width is at 
least tierce tines the tube diameter D, or in a unidirectional 
velocity gfaJ5Ielit, L]le disidacalent is teYards tho region of 
higher velocity, and is equal to 0.18D, Theoretical con-
siderations, hielevr, indicate teat the Eisplace:tent decreases 
from this value when the total head gradient or tube diamtor 
become very small, 

(ii) If the maximum 	width Wo  is less than the 
tuba diameter;  the apparent displ.:..eement effect decreases to 
zero, end then becomes negative (i.ee  in the direction of 
decreasirs velocity) as the ratio DP-0  increases, 

(iii) For values of 1)/i greater than about 3, -lee'_:: 
e C11 Cf: 

D2, E/Hr,  

of total head measured at a point in the wake to that outside 
the uvae) and s (the transverse gradient of 20/11 asress 

the tube face). 

(iv) The displacement is practically independent of 
internal tube diameter, d, provided this is less than half 
the external diameter. For values of the ratio a/D greater 
than this, the displacement is slightly reduced° 
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(v) 	ay preciable errors duo to tubesize were apparent 
in the 1)i tot readings at the centre anc7. outer edses of the 
wake (i.e. Where the total head gn....ulient wz_s zero). However, 
risen the -iro.Le itself was distorted by a very large tube, an 
increased total head reading was obtained at the centre. 
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The dis-aace,71ant effect for a tlio-dimensicnal circular  cylinder  

in a shear flow 

Consider a two-dimensional shear flow with constant 

vorticity ? past a circular cylinder of radius a0  The 

equation for the stream function) 	is 

V 
2

1,p., 	= — 	4 
	

• • • IP v• o a .2. 	) 

with the velocity components u and v riven by 

and 

U = 

= 

ay 

av 
ax 

au 
ay 0 

If the axis of the cylinder is taken as the origin 

of the rectangular cartesian coorninatos (x,y) and polar 

coordinates (r)0) and uo  is the free:stream velocity at 

y = 0 (x= T W ) than it can be sho-Jn that the solution to 

equation (1), satifyir- the boundary conditions in the free- 

streL.a and on 	cyliader, is 

1 , 2 	 a C. 	a ) 
Tir = - rte` 	uo 	- 
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—) sin 0 

4 	 4 	
cos 20 
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(2) 
and in the freestream (r a m ) 

. •r • 	• • Is 

stream functionii.s 
for the stagnation stmaiuline, and 

its coordinates, are found from equation (2) when r = a giving 

0. s(r ' '0 I  ) = 	L'a 2 
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7. 1 

ana since r' in 0' = 

uoy' - r.1 2 - 0 

The stagnation streamline meets the cylinder at the 
looint P(a,0s). From equation 

c 
uo sin 0 = s 	2 a. 
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WOO OOOOOOO (5) 

4 
u 
o

a front and one rear stagnation point. For values of  

there are tvio front and two rear stagnation points. As 
— 4 

W (u 0  4  0) the stagnation points are at (30 11500 and 

r,a 	4 For values of 	< -r- equation (5) gives one 
0

u 

-300,2100) 	The d.isplacement (8) of the stagnation stream- 

line f7.7 u::)stror.l. from the cylinder axis is from equation (4), 

Eir_ce 	= co , 8 = 	y' „ 

uo _2 2 ) 
1 	 + + ' 	2 

2u
o  

-v,ues of 	 u u "-- < I -
Tf. 	

but for larger values of 
0 	 40 

•* a. 	J 
u-- 	becomes more independent of ,L', , and approaches 
C 	 0  

u 
t__.e lir:L'_ting 	 I vaIuca of  

12 

5 
= a 

, 
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TABU; I  

Tubes used in Supersonic Tests  

Tube Outside Dian. 
D (u.ti.) 

Inside Dina; , 
d (ra.n.) 

d/D 

1 0.50 0.25 0.50 
2 1.011 0.50 0.49 

3 2,00 1.40 0
,7

0  

4 2.39 2.00 0.84. 

5 3.18 0,50 0.16 

6 6,38 0.50 0.08 

TABLE IT 

Tubes used in lov  speed  tests  

Tube Outside Dian. 
D (m.m.) 

Inside Dian. 
il d (ma.) 

d/D 

1 1.0 0.50 0,50 
2 3.1.8 0.50 0.16 

3 4.76 0.50 0.10 

4 6.35 0.50 0.78 

71.'7' 0 	iz,-, ,...,.., 0.016 

31.:„:_, 3.13 0.102 

7 31.00 1+.76 0.153 
8 31.00 6.35 0.205 

9 31.00 19.00 0.615 
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FIG. 14. VARIATION OF DISPLACEMENT FOR VERY 
LARGE DIAMETER TUBES 
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FIG. 15. 1mm TUBE BEHIND 1--11  CHORD WING AT M=3. 19(2mm OFFSET). 

FIG. 16. 1mm TUBE BEHIND 1" CHORD WING AT M=3. 19(0. 5 mm OFFSET). 

S 



FIG. 17. 6. 4r-.1z-
n TUBE BEHIND 1" CHORD WING AT M = 3.19 (0.2rnm OFFSET) . 

FIG. 18. 6.4mrn TUBE BEHIND-1" CHORD WING AT M = 3.19 (0.5ram OFFSET). 


